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1. Introduction

Let V= {(Y. z) I/(y. z) =O} be an analytic subvariety of a polydisc in
C2 with (0, O)EV and (0.0) the only singular point where I is holo
morphic near (0.0) and square-free. Here we want to consider plane
curve singularities in terms of Weierstrass polynomials. Suppose that I
is irreducible in C<y. z). the ring of convergent power series centered at
(Y. z) = (0,0). Let 71: : M_C2 be the composition of a finite number of
quadratic transformations such that 71: : 71: 1(V- {(O. O)} ) - V is a resolution
of the singular point (O.O)EV. Let 71:-1 (0.0) =E= UEj • l~i~m. be
the decomposition of E into irreducible components. Let V<..) be the
proper transform of V under 71: and let (/0 71:) = V,..)+,!'ejEj, 1<i:::;:m.
be the divisor of 10 71:. Using additional blow-ups we may assume that any
two components of V;",) and E meet transversely whenever they meet and
no three distinct components of them meet If there is another analytic
subvariety W with its only singular point at (0. 0) defined by an irre
ducible Weierstrass polynomial g. then we define that V and W have a
Iwmeomorphic resolution if they have equivalent divisors with normal
crossings. By this definition we can classify irreducible plane curve
singularities in terms of Weierstrass polynomials near the origin. This
classification is more understandable. Next. using this result we are going
to prove Zariski' s classification [Z2] of irreducible curve singularities in
terms of parametrization of plane curves. In fact we shall prove that
these two classification are equivalent.

2. Known preliminaries

Let V={(y,z)l/(y.z)=O} be an analytic subvariety of a polydisc in
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(J2 with (0, O)EV and (0,0) a singular point where f is holomorphic
near (0,0) and square-free. Let 71: : M-+C2 be a quadratic transformation
of C2 at (0,0). Let (Uh t/l) and (U2, t/2) be coordinate patches for M
with 7I:(Uh t/l) = (y, z) = (Ult/h t/l) and 71: (U2, t/2) = (y, z) = ('02' U2'V2). Let e
be the multiplicity or total order of fat (0,0). e~2. Then 71:-1 (V),
the total transform of V is given locally by f(ul'Oh t/l) ='01'fl (Uh '01) and
f('02' U2'(2) ='02"f2(U2, '(2). Let vm be defined by {fl (Uh '01) =0 or f2(U2,
t/2) =O}. Then we call VU) tM proper transform of V at (0,0). A
quadratic transformation defined as above is often called a motWidal trans
formation, a o-process, or a blow-up. After m iterations of blow-ups, let
1:",=71:071:20"'071:. : M'·)-+C2. Let V·ra) be the proper transform of V under
1:m• Let E'JIl) =1:ra-1 (0,0). Then E(ra> is, by definition, an exceptic:mal set
of the first kind. Let E(m> = UE/m> , 1sism, be the decomposition of
gm) into irreducible components. Let (fo -r.) = V(a) + Ie;Ei(ra>, 1<i<m,
be the divisor of f01:... Then we have the following well-known theorem.

THEOREM 2.1. Let V= {(y, z) !fey, z) =O} be an analytic subvariety of
a polydisc in C2 with (0, O)EV and (0,0) only a singular point where f
is holomorphic near (0,0) and square-free. There exists an analytic manifold
M by finitely m-times quadratic transformations, 1:",: M-+C2, such that if

R is the set of regular points on ~ 1:",: 1:", 1 (R)-+ V is a resolution of

tM singular point (0,0) of V where -ra l(R) is the closure of -rra-1(R)
in M.

CoROLLARY 2. 2. Under tM same assumption of Theorem 2. 1, after
additional quadratic transformations any two components of V(ra> and UE/"'>
meet with normal crossings whenever tMY meet and no three distinct com
ponents of V(",> and UE,(·> meet where V(a) and UE;("'> are defined just

before Theorem 2. 1.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let V= {f(y, z) =O} and W= {g(y, z)=O} be analytic
subvarieties of a polydisc in C2 with (O,O)EV, (O,O)EW and (0,0)
only singular points where f, g are holomorphic near (0, 0) and square
free. V and W are said to have a homeomorphic resolution or to be
equisingular if using the composition of the same number of successive
quadratic transformations, 1:'", : M-+C2, (faT",) and (g01:",) are equivalent
as divisors.
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3. A elauifieation of irreducible plane curves in terms of
Weierstrass polynomials

Instead of parametrization of plane curves we want to consider plane
curve singularities in terms of Weierstrass polynomials. Suppose that f
is irreducible in C<Y. z). the ring of convergent power series centered at
(Y. z) = (0. 0). Let f = fey. z) =z" +aly"' I z"-l + ... +aiy"'Iz"-i + ... +a,.y"'- be
irreducible in C(y. z) where each ai=a,(Y). l~i~n, is. if not identically
zero. nonvanishing holomorphic near y=O and the a, are positive integers.
Moreover. we may assume that the total order or multiplicity of f at
(0.0) is nif;:;2. Then by [K] we can classify irreducible plane curve
singularities at (0.0) in terms of Weierstrass polynomials as follows
(Here (Ph ...• P,,) is a greatest common divisor of Ph ..., {J,,).

The typeD] : fl=Z"+Y" where 2~n<m and (n. m) =1. If KI=z"+yb
is another irreducible polynomial with a<b then fl and KI have a home
morphic resolution if and only if a=n, b=m and "en. m) =1. Here is
one characteristic of irreducible plane curves belonging to the type D].
In the sense of Corollary 2. 2. the last exceptional curve only has three
distinct intersection points with the other two exceptional curves and the
proper transform..

The type[2] : 12= (z"+yb)e+y%" where a<b. ad+be>abc, (a, b) =1
and (c, ad+be) =1. Note that the multiplicity of f2 is ac. In fact to get
a necessary and sufficient condition in the type [2J by use of blow-ups
the argument is basically as same as that to get a greatest common
divisor of given two integers n and m which can be expressed as a linear
combination of n and m, that is seen in the proof of the Euelidean
algorithm in the principal ideal domain. If K2= (.~A+yB)c+yDzB is another
irreducible polynomial with its multiplicity AC then a=A, b=B and
c=C and ad+be=AD+BE is a necessary and sufficient condition that 12
and K2 have a homeomorphic reBOlution. Observe that as we have seen in
the type [1] there are exactly two exceptional curves each of which has
three distinct intersection points. One of these two has an intersection
point with the proper transform. Also after a finite number of quadratic
transformations the total transform may be defined by p.' ( (a+1) e+
{J,",He-d.). Note that if ad+be-abc=l. then {J=O is tangent to the
proper transform defined by (a +1) e+,8'"4+.e-"••=0. Anyway we may
assume that the proper transform belongs to the type [IJ because we need
additional blow-ups to get the result in the sense of Corollary 2. 2.
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Finally we may write f2=f1c+:lz8 where f1 is the one in the type D].
The type [3]: fa= «r:z+:t)c+:lz8)h+ (r:z +yb) iyizl=fzh+ fbi:t= (f!"

+:lz8)h+f1iyiz l where fl=Z"+yb and fz= (r:z+:t)c+:lz8. From the type
[l] and the type [2] we can find a necessary condition (a, b) = 1 and
(c, ad+be-abc) = (c, ad+be) =1. To get a necessary and sufficient con
dition for the type [3J, we need a suitable number of blow-ups to get
the proper transfrom which may be assumed to belong to the type [2J.
Then at that time the total transform is given by fa = .B"bch {[ (a+1)"+
,a"dHe-abcJh+ (a+ l)i.B"biHI X ,a"i-ahCh}. Thus we get another condition that
i(ad+be-abc) +c(abi+bl+aj-abch) and h are relatively prime. Summa
rizing this condition, we get that i(ad+be) +c(bl+aj) and h are relatively
prime. Thus the necessary and sufficient condition is that (a, b) = 1, (c,
ad+bc) =1, (iad+ibe+cbl+caj, h) =1, ad+be-abc>O and i(ad+be) +
c(bl+aj) -ch(ad+ be) >0. Note that there are exactly three exceptional
curves each of which has three distinct intersection pOints in the sense of
Corollary 2. 2.

Now if the multiplicity of f is fixed then inductively we can find the
type [k].

The type [kJ : f,,=fZ~l'+f:~",:2·fi.~··· ·ft.y"" zm. with some reasonable

conditions on fIt f2' "', fk-1 and integers nh "', nk-h mh mz. Observe that
there are exactly k distinct exceptional curves each of which has three
distinct intersection points in the sense of Corollary 2. 2.

4. A classification of irreducible plane curves in terms of
topological parametrization.

In this section we are going to prove Zariski's theorem.

THEOREM(Zariski). Given a germ of reduced and irreducible plane curves
(Xo, 0), there is a sequence of integers, the characteristic of the curve(n,
,ah "', .Bg) =C(Xo, 0), n is the multiplicity of Xo at 0 and the .Bi are the
characteristic exponents of the curve such that this character can be
described by saying that (Xo,O) has the same topological type as the curve
given parametrically by

y=tn

Z=t(Jl +tfJ.+ ... +t(J.
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irreducible plane curve (Xl> 0) is defined by y=t'" and %=tTl+tT.+ ... +
tT

• where m<rl<"'<rll and m>(m.rl»···>(m.rl>···.rll)=! then
(Xl> 0) and (Xo. 0) have the same topological type if and only if n=m.
g=h and {3j=T;.

To prove the above the theorem it is just enough to follow Proposition
4. 2 and Theorem 4. 3.

Let f<Y. z) =aoZ"+atY"'I.t"-l + ... +aiY"Iz"-j + ... +a..Y'" be irreducible in
C(y. z> where ao and an are units in C<Y. %>, each ai. 1s.i::;;'n-1. is.
if not identically zero. a unit in C(y. z> and the cri are positive integers.
By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem we may write f in the form
f=A(z"+b 1yP1z;"-1+ ... +bllyll.) where A is a unit in C(y. %>. b.=b..(y)
is nonvanishing holomorphic near y=O, the hj for l:S;:i:S;:n-l are nonva
nishing holomorphic near y=O if exist and the fJi are positive integers.
Note that fJ"=«lI' Next by a nonsingular change of coordinate (Y. z)-+<Y.
1'0) = <Y. z- (btln)yP1) we can eliminate the coefficient of Z ..-1 in f
without any effect on irreducibility of f in C<Y. z>. Thus we may rewrite
f as follows:

where Cn is nonvanishing holomorphic near y=O. the Ci are nonvanishing
holomorphic near y=O for l:S;:is.n-l if exist and the Ti are positive
integers. Then we need to find the relationship between «.. ={3" and rn.

LEMMA 4. 1. Under the previous discussion we have two cases for the
relationship between «..= {3.. and r...

(i) If a..=fJ..=nk for some positive integer k then r">{3,,=«,, and r" is
not a multiple of n.

(H) If a"={3,, is not a multiple of n then «..={3..=r".

Proof. The proof of (i) just follows from Hensel's Lemma after
replacing w by cykw for some constant c and a positive integer k.

To prove (ii). ~i;;;;,A by [K. Theorem 2.2] and in particular
t n

{31>A because f3"/n is not an integer. From fey. 1'0) =A[(z- (btln) .yll.)"
n

+ ... +biyP, (z- (btln) •y61)"-i+... +b"yll.] consider monomials containing
the variable y only in the bracket. Computing the degree of y in each
monomial then
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[3i+ (n-i)f31>~[3,.+ n-i [3,,=[3,. for i=l=n.
n n

Thus we get a,.=f3,.=r".

PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that an analytic subvariety V= {fey, z) =O}
is locally near (y, z) = (0, 0) described by

y=t"
Z=Clt1l1+C2tll•+ ... + c"tll,. + terms of degree>[3"

where n<[31<···<[3,., n>(n,[31»···>(n,[3h···,f3,.)=1 and the Ci are
all nonzero coefficients for 1<i<k. Then V is irreducible near (y, z) =
(0,0).

If another analytic subvariety W is locally near (y, z) = (0,0) parame
trized by y=t'" and z=bltT1+b2tT,+ .. ·+b,.tT.+terms of degree>n. where
m<rl<"'<Th and m> (m, rl»···>(m, rh ''', rn) =1 with all nonzero
coefficients bi for 1<is;;,h, then V and W have a homeomorphic resolution
if and only if n=m, k=h ane f3i=n.

Proof. After q iterations of blow-ups which is necessary to get the
first exceptional curve which has three distinct intersection points, the
proper transform v,q) of V is described by the (u, v) -coordinate for the
q-th blow-up below:

V=t~".lll)

U=Cl' +C2't,s,-,s1+ ... +c,.'t,s,.-,s1+terms of degree>[3,.- 131

for all nonzero coefficients ct', "', c,.' where we assume that the q-th
exceptional curve mentioned above is described by v=o. Note that V:q)

meets only the q-th exceptional curve. Then by induction on the mul
tiplicity of V<q) and a nonsingular change of coordinate t-+t' if necessary,
we can prove that V<q) is irreducible.

The other part of the above assertion is proved trivially noting that the
integer k of ~,. in the parametrical expression for the irreducible analytic
subvariety V is the number of exceptional curves each of which meets
exactly three of othe'r exceptional curves and the proper transform with
normal crossings in a sense of Corollary 2. 2.

THEOREM 4. 3. Let V = {(y, z) : fey, z) =o} be an analytic subvariety
of a polydisc in (J2 with (0, 0) E V and (0, 0) the only singular point of
V where f is holomorphic near (0,0) and square-free. Assume that f=
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fey, z) =z"+bd">z"-2+ ... +b"y"- is irreducible in C<y, z> where n is the
multiplicity of f, b,,=b,,(y) is nowhere vanishing holomorphic near y=O,
the b;=b;(y) are, if not identically zero. nonvanishing holomorphic near
y=o for 2<i<n-l with the coefficient b1 of Z,,-1 zero and lhe a; are
positive integers. Observe that a" is not a multiple of n by Lemma 4. 1.
Then V can be described parametrically and homeomorphically by

y=t"
Z=t~l+t~>+···+t~.with f31=a"

where n<f31<f32<"'<f3g and n>(n,f31»"·>(n.f3h .... f3g)=1.

Proof. We are going to prove the theorem by induction on the mul
tiplicity of the above f without coefficient of Z"-I. After m iterations of
blow-ups which is necessary to get the first appearing exceptional curve
which intersect three distinct intersection points. let 'rm=1r°1r20'''01rm:

M~C2 be the composition of such blow-ups. Let V,m) be the proper
transform of V under 'rm and let Em) = UE;, 1<i<m, be the decomposi
tion of ECm) into irreducible components. Let (f0'rm) = V,m) +~e;Ei, IS:
i<m. be the divisor of f0'rm• Let Em be the m-th exceptional curve. Note
that em, the coefficient of Em in (f°'rm) is the least common multiple of
n and a". By one of the coordinate patches (u, v) for the blow-up 1rm the
total transform is described by

v·.h=v·.[co(u+a)d+ ... +C;vT1(u+a)d-i+ ... +c"vT.]

where Co and Cd are units in C<u+a, v> for a nonzero constant a, the Ci
are, if not identically zero. units in C<u+a, v> for 1<i<d-l and the
Ti are positive integers. Note that v=O is a local defining equation for
Em, u=O is a local defining equation for the other exceptional curve and
that h=O, the local defining equation for V,m) meets only Em. Let r=rk
for brevity. Rewrite h=A[vr+·"+ai(u+a)11Vr-i+"·+ar(u+a)I.] by
the Weierstrass preparation Theorem where A is a unit in C(u+a, v>,
the ai are nowhere vanishing holomorphic near u+a=O if exist and the
Oi are positive integers. Note that d=or. Then we have three cases: (i)
d is a multiple of r, (ii) d>r and d is not a multiple of rand (iii)
r>d.

(i) d is a multiple of r : Since d=or is a multiple of r, by eliminating
the coefficientc al of v r

-
1 in the expression of h h can be written of the

form:
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where w=v- (adr). (u+a)'" the bi are nowhere vanishing holomorphic
near u+a=O if exist and the mi are positive integers. Observe that m,>d
and m, is not a multiple of r by Lemma 4. 1. So by induction assumption
h itself can be parametrized homemorphically by

u+a=t'
w=tq,+tq•+... +tq•

where ql=m" r<ql<q2<'''<qg and r>(r,Ql» .. ·>(r. qh .... qg)=l.
Considering the intersection number between V<..l and Em we can define
V<..l with (u. v)-coordinate by

u+a=t'
v=td+tq,+tq.+ .,. +tq•

where r<d<Ql=m,<q2<"'<qg and r=(r, d»(r. d, ql» ..·>(r. d. qb
.... q,J =1. Since V<lltl may be described homemorphically by u+a=t'+
t,+q,-d+t,+q.-d+ ... +t,+q.-d and v=td. V can be parametrized homeo-
morphically by

y=t"
z=t". +t".+'+t".+'+If,-d+ ... +t".+,+q.-d.

Note that n<a..<an+r<an+r+ql-d<·"<an+r+qg-d and n>(n,
an) =d>(n, a.., an+r»(n. an, a..+r. an+r+ql-d» ..·>(n, an, a,,+r, a..
+r+ql-d, ''', a..+r+qg-d) = 1. Thus the case (i) is proved.

The other cases (ii) and (Hi) can be proved similarly using Lemma
4.1.
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